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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we introduce a new definition of cor~tra~ti ve type 

mappings called p-contraction. A self mappi~g T of 'metric ~pace (X, d) 

. is called a p-contraction if there exists a map P': R3:t. ~R* w:1ere 

R* = {t € R : t ;? O}, safofying some s;U.itable hypothesis, such that, 

d(Tx, Ty) ~ p( d(x, y), d(x, Tx), d(y; Ty)). 

for all pair x, y € X. 

The definition of p-contraction~ which . contains some of previous 

generalization of contraction mappings, implies a!! conclusions of 

Banach contraction principle. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We recall Banach's contraction principle and its basic conseq ue

'nces. A selfrnapping .of a metric spac (X, d) is c~lled a contraction if 

there exists h, 0 ~ h < 1. such that for eaeh x, y EX 

d(Tx, Ty) ~ h d(x, y). 

Any contraction map T of a complete metric space (X, d) has the 

following properties : 
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(A) T has a unique fixed point z* EX. 

(B) Convergence of iterates: T11 x ___,.. z*, as n ___,. oo. 

(C) Uniform convergence : there exists a neighbourhood U of z* such 

that Tn (U) = {T"x : x E U} _,.. {z*}, which means that for any 

neighbourhood V of z* we can. find an i.nte:ger no such that 

T" (U) C i: for all n. greater than: n0 • 

(D) Tis continuous. 

On the other hand, Meyers· f6J proved that every self mapping T of 

complete metric space (X, d) having properties A, B~ C and Il is a 

contraction map under suitable topologically equivalent metric. 

T!he purpose of th rs paper is to inve~tigate p-contraction mapp

ings: (se·e: precise definition below), mappings having some iterate 

which is ap-contraction and common fix.ed points of two mappings. 

Applications of previous theorem of Meyers are also given. 

2. Results on p-Contraction Mappings. 

Let us introduce the set P of continuous p : R3* _,.. R*, where 

R* = {t E R : t ;> O} satisf,Ying the following properties : 

(i) p( I, I, l) = h < I ; 

(ii) Let u > 0. If u ~ p(u, v, v) or u ~p(v. u, v) or u ~ p(v, v, u) 

then u ~.hv. 

Definition l. A self mapping of a metric space (X, d) is called a 

p-contraction if there exists a map p E P, such that, for all x, y E X 

d1.Tx, Ty) ~ p( d(x, y), d(x, Tx), d()', 7))) 
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Now we indicate 3 examples of contractiv~ type mappings, \Vhich 

can be regarded as a p-cor,traction, under suitable function p. 

Indeed, If we put p(u, v, z) = au + bv + cz ta+ b + c < 1), 

t,hen, we get t~ ~oJl.o,,w,µi,g well know,n : 

DefinitioQ. 2. (S. Reich [7], I. Rus f9] ). 

There ~xist non negative numbers a, b, c,. a + b + c < 1, such that 

for all pair x, y e X 

d(Tx, Ty) :::;;; a d(x, y} + b 4(x, Tx) + c d(y, Ty). 

Moreover if we put p(u, v, z) = h max (u, v. z) (O ~ h < I), 

we have 

Definition 3. 

There exists a number h, 0 <;;::;; h < I, such that fo,r aJI pair x, y ~ ¥ 

dtTx, Ty) :::;;; It max {d(x, y), d(x, T1;), d(y, Ty) }, 

At last if we choose p(u, v, z) = (aur + bv1• + cz•')lfr, r > 0, 

(a + b + c < 1) then we find the follo)ViI\~ : 

Definition 4. (Delbo,co) [2]. 

There exist non negative numbers a, b, c aµd thepe exists r > 0, such 

that for all pair x, y e X. 

d(Tx, Ty)" :::;;; a d(x, y)r + b d(x, Tx)" + c d(y, Ty)'. 

Tf1eore~ 2.1 Let T be a p-contraction mapping of a complete metric 

space (X, d). Then T has properties (A) and (B). 

Proof. Fix z E x. Suppose z # Tz and set Zn = T Zn_J = Tri z. if we 

put x = Zn and y = z,,_1 , then inequality (I) becomes : 
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(2.1) d(Zn+V Zn) ~ p( d(Zn, Zn_J), d(z,,, Zn+J), d(z,q, Zn)). 

Hypothesis (ii) on function p implies 

(2.2) d(in+1 , Zn) ,;;;;; h d(zn , Zn_J). 

On the other hand, hypothesis (i) on p, proves that (zn) N is a nE 

Cauchy sequence and completeness of X assures that Zn -? z* E X. 

To prove that z* is fixed point of T, we take x = z* and y = z,, 

in inequality (l) and we obtain 

(2.3) d(Tz*, Tzn) ~ p( d(z*, Zn). d(z"", Tz*). d(z,., Tzn) ). 

Smee p is continuous in each variable, letting n -7 oo, we get 

(2.4) d(Tz*, z,;,) ~ p( 0, d(z*, Tz *), 0). 

d(z*, Tz*) must be zero; hence z* = Tz* 

Finally we prove that mapping T has a unique fixeJ point. 

Indeed, let us suppose by contradiction, that Tx = x, Ty = y and 

that x ;:ft y. Erom inequality (I) we get : 

d(x, y) = d(Tx, Ty) ~ p( d(x. y), 0, 0). 

It follows that d(x, y) = 0 i.e. x = y. 

The proof is, thus, complete 

Theorem 2.2 Let The a continuous p-contraction selfmarping of a 

complete metric space (X, d). Then T has property (CJ. 

Proof. For any r > 0, we define Vr ,-= {x E X : d(x, Tx) < r}. We 

~how 1hat v,. is an open subset of X, since it contains a. neighbourhoed 

for any point. lndeed, if y E V,, d(y, Ty) = a < r, then continuity of 

T implies that there exists r such that 
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(2.5) d(z, y) < r' implies d(z, Tz) < a i r < r. 

V, is a neighbourhood.of unique fixed point z*. since z* ~ V, and 

V, is an open subset of mearic space X. 

Now we prove property (C) about T, i e. 

(2.6) {T" V,} ~ {z,J, as n becomes infinite. 

Let us consider z = Ty E T(V,) = {Tx: x E V,}. From inequality 

( 1) we can write that 

(2.7) d(Ty. Tiy) <C,,p( d(y, Ty), d(y, Ty), d(Ty, T2y)) 

we use hypothe~is (ii) on function to deduce that 

(2.8) d(Ty, T2y) <C,, h d(y, Ty). 

Therefore it follows that 

(2.9) T(V,) C Vi,. 

and, by induction, 

(2. IO) P'(V.) C Vh"r . 

1 hus, inclusion (2.10) proves (2.6) (uniform convergence of 

iterates - or - property l C) ). 

Theorem 2.3 Let T be a continuous p-contraction self mapping of a 

complete metric space (X, d). Then Tis a contraction map for suita 

ble topologically equivalent metric. 

Proof. It suffices to remark that T has properties (A), (B), (C) from 

previous Theorem 2.1 and 2.2 and T has also property (D) for hypo

thesis. Now applying Meyers's result [6J, one proves this theorem. 
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3. MAPPINGS HAVING SOME ITERATE p-CONTRACTION. 

Sometimes a self mapping Tis not a p-contraction, but it can .have 

some iterate which is a p-contraction mapping, under suitable function 

p E P. 

From this point of view, we state and prove some results. 

Theorem 3.1 Let T be a self mapping of complete metric space (X, d) 

satisfying the following condition 

(1 *) there exists an integer n such that for all pair x, y EX 

d(Tnx, T"y) ~ p( d(x, y), d(x, P•x), d(y, Tny)) 

for some p E P. Then T has properties (A) and (R). 

Proof. If we put S = Tn,. then Theorem 2.1 shows that S has a uni

que fixed point that we call z*. 

1\ow v.e prove that z* is also a fixed point of T. Indeed let us 

consider these equalities 

(3.1) T11(Tz*) = T(T11z*) 

Tn\Tz*) = Tz* 

S(Tz*) = Tz* 

Uniqueness cf fixed point of Sand (3. I) imply 

(3.2) Tz* = z* 

Now we prove that z* is the unique fixed point of T. Suppose 

x -::F y, Tx = x and Ty = y and apply (I*) 

(3.3) d(x, y) = d(T11x, Tny) ~ p( d(x, y), 0, 0) 

\ 



d(x, y) .;;;;; p(O, 0, d(x, y)) 

d(x, y) = 0 

Hence x = y and uniqueness of fixed point is proved. 
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To prove property (B) it suffices to remark that we can deduce 

the convergence of sequence Pz from the convergence of sequence 

Sizo , putting z0 = z, Tz, T2z ... , pi-Iz. 

Theorem 3.2 Let Ta continuous self mapping of a complete metric 

space (X. d) satisfying (l*) Then Thas property (C). 

Proof. For any r > 0 we define v, = {x Ex: d(x, rnx) < r}. where 

n is the integer of condition (I*). 

We ~hall prove that V,. is an open subset of X containing the fixed 

point z*, hence a neighbourhooJ of z*. 

Indeed if y E V, , d(y, Tr•y) = a < r, then continuity of T implies 

that there exists r such that 

(3.4) d(z, y) < r' implies d(z, Tz) < a i r < r. 

To prove property ( C), we consider sequence {T''" (Vr )} (k E N) and 

deduce the following convergence result 

(3.:) {pm (V,.)1,EN ~ {zd, ask becomes infinite. 

Suppose z ET" (V,.), then we can write z = T"y, with y EV,. 

From condition (I*) it follows 

(3.6) d(z, T"z) = d(Tny, T2ny) ,;;;;; p( d(y, T"y), d(y, P•y), d(Tr•y, T2 11y)) 

Now hypothesis ,i) and (ii) on function p assure that 

(3.7) d(z, T"z) ~ h d(y, T 11y) ~hr. 
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Therefore we have 

(3.8) Tn (Vr) C Viir 

and, by induction, 

(3.9) pn (V,) C Vh kr. 

Thus uniform convergence (3.6) is proved as consequence of inclu

sion (3.9), letting n __,. oo. 

4. Common Fixed Points Of Two Mappings. 

The purpose o~ this section is to investigate common fixed points 

of two mappings f and g satisfying the following condition 

(l**) There exists a functionp E P, such that, for all pair x, y EX 

d(fx, gy) ~ p( d(x, y), d(x, fx) d(y, gy)) 

Theorem 4.1 Let f and g be two self mapping of a comp!ete metric 

space (X, d) satisfying ( 1 * *). Then f and g have a unique common 

fixed point. 

Proof. Fix x E X and define the following sequence 

( 4.1) X1 = fx, X2 = g X1 , ... , X2n-l = Jx2n-2, X2n = g X2n-l , ... 

If we put y = x1 in(!**) we have 

(4.2) d(xb x2) = d( f•, gx1) <.,p( d(x, x1), d(x:, x1)· d(x1, Xz)) 

d(xv x2) ~ h d(x, x1). · 

Similarly we get 

(4.3) d(x2, xa) ;;;:; h d(xi. x2) ~ 1z2 d(x, x1) 

and, by induction, 

/'\ 
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(4 4) d(xn, Xn+i) ~ hn d(x, X1). 

Inequality (4.4) proves that sequence (4.1) is Cauchy. 

Completeness of X assures that limit z* of sequence (4.1) belongs 

to X. 

To prove that z* is a fixed point off an:i g, we set x = z* and 

y = x2n_1 in condition (1 **)and deduce 

(4.5) d(fz*' X2n) .::;;; p( d(z*' X2n-1), d(z*, fz*), d(x2n-1, X2n)) 

Leiting n -+ =, ( 4.5) shwos that z * is a fixed point of g. On the 

other hand, z* is the unique common fixed point of two mappings f 
and g. Tlus has simple and standard proof. 

Finally we make use of this Theorem 4.1, to study the class of 

selfmapp;ng of a metric space (X, d) which satisfy the following conl

ition 

(I***) There exist two integers n, m, such that for all pair x, y EX 

d(Tnx, T"'y) ~ p( d(x, y), d(x, Tnx), d(y, Tmy) ) 

for some function p E P. 

Theorem 4.2 Let T be a self mapping of a complete metric space 

(X, d) satisfying (l***). Then T has prop<:rties (A) and (B). 

Proof. The proof of property (A) follows directly from Theorem 4 l 

taking f = T 11 and g = Tm. Indeed there exists a unique fixed' point 

such that f'"z* = z* = T"'z*. 

But we have 

T 11(Tz*) = T(Tnz*) = Tz* = T(Tmz*) = T""(Tz*) 

hence, uniqueness of common fixed point implies 
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T(z*) = z*. 

To prove property (B), let us suppose that n > m. Theorem (4.1) 

implies that fer any fixed z E X the sequence 

(4 6) z, Tnz, Tn+mz. T2n+mz, T2n+'d.mz, .. 

converges to fixed point z*. 

Putting z = x, Tx, T2x, ... , Tn-lx, in (4 6) we ottain n sequences 

cor.taini11g all elements of sequence (Tkx)kEN· 

The property (B) is thus proved. 

5. Comparison with some recent similar results. 

Recently, wme authors PJ ts] have established fixed point theor

ems involving !unction q: ](5* --+ R:f. satisfying : 

(a) q is continuous; 

(b) q is increasing, or nondecreasing; in each variable; 

(c) q (t, t, t, t, 1) < t for each t > 0. 

Now we pre>e1;t the corresponding contractive defrnition: ,. 
A self mapping T of a complete metric space is "q" contraction if there 

exists a function c; such that for all pair x, y E X 

d(Tx, Ty) ~ p( d(x, y), d(x, Tx), d(y, Ty), d(x, Ty), dly, Tx)). 

Our purpose is to show that f ,.rnctio.1 p is not the restriction of 

some function q to its first three component. 

Let us consider the following example : 

p(u, v, z) =h max {u exp l(u-1) (v-<) (z-u)]2, v, z}, 0 <; h < I. 
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Since function p, as defined above, is not increasing or not decre

asing in its first coordinate variable, p can not satisfy (b), and hence, 

can not be the restriction of some function q to its first three variable. 
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